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INTRODUCTION

The Iran vision 2025, the scientific and innovation development plan and the health scientific and innovation development plan developed for clarifying the way and the future of science and technology in the country. The importance of access to the objectives of these maps has put light on the importance of monitoring and evaluation of science and technology development. Now that, only 14 years are left to achieve to these objectives, we should develop and perform the monitoring and evaluation of science, technology, and innovation development with a new perspective. This should be in accordance with the set objectives to specify the progress and identify the strengths and weaknesses in achieving them and to increase the probability of the same.

THE ASSESSMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE WORLD

The most important determinant for specifying appropriate indices for assessing science and technology is the approach of health research system, as an umbrella for science and technology, which determines the interaction between producer and user of health research. The first generation of the theories for knowledge creation process was of a supply-oriented approach. In this generation of theories, the process of knowledge creation was a type of linear process that considered economic growth, security, and social welfare as the natural result of new opportunities through research in basic sciences and then their application in generating products and social and economic services. Therefore, the starting point was the study of basic sciences and the duty of government was to enforce this point through financial supporting. The second generation of the knowledge creation process was with a demand-oriented approach. In this approach, market is not seen as a passive and immobile entity which only awaits the results and consequences of studies and be formed under their influence. The demands and needs play a crucial role in generating of knowledge and will influence the type of future knowledge. As of 1975, the systemic theories emerged. Within these theories, knowledge creation process includes the adaptation of market need to technological opportunities resulting from different research. There is a feedback loop within the parts of this chain indicating a mutual interaction among its various stages.\(^1\)

When the science development owns a supply-oriented approach, the objective will be to increase the scientific products. As such, the scientific production and its input (i.e., human and financial resources) will be the most suitable...
tool for assessing science and technology. When a demand-oriented approach is important, the success of science and technology will depend on their response to the market's existing needs (problem-solving approach). Finally, if the science and technology planning is undertaken based on a systemic approach, the mutual interactions of knowledge creation and technological opportunities with market's needs will play an important part in the success of science and technology. Therefore, in this approach, the facilitators of demand and supply interactions will also be regarded as the success indicators of the science and technology system, in addition to the inputs and outputs of the research system. Accordingly, in the innovation systems which is built based on a systemic approach, organizations and foundations are the most important components. In line with the evolutional path, the approach of assessing science and technology has transformed from simple models of input, process, and output to complex models such as innovation system framework.

However, in addition, another event has also influenced this evolutional trend, which is a transition from resource-based to knowledge-based economy (KBE). The KBE is one within which the production, distribution, and use of knowledge are the main base of growth, welfare, and employment.[2] In this type of economy, the stored knowledge in people and technology envisages as the main core of countries’ economic development. The following general indices are introduced by OECD (the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) for measuring knowledge-based economy, measuring knowledge inputs, knowledge stocks and flows, knowledge outputs, knowledge networks, and knowledge and learning.[3]

The infrastructures of the KBE include scientific system, innovation, human resources, and intellectual properties, technology and technological progress, globalization, and research and development. In fact, the knowledge-based economy is fulfilled when the necessary infrastructures exists. In order to measure these infrastructures and countries’ capabilities for fulfilling the KBE, a few frameworks and indices are introduced. One of these frameworks is that of World Bank. This framework specifies four main pillars as the indices for studying countries’ status in the transition path towards KBE (measuring knowledge in the world’s economics). These four pillars encompass economic and organizational regime, skill and education, communication and information infrastructures, and innovation system. For any of these pillars, some indices have been developed.[4] In addition, World Economic Forum calculates a combinative index, composed of 12 pillars, called Competitive Global Index for countries. The assumption for this index is that competitiveness is a set of institutions, policies, and factors which determines the production level of a country. The production level of a country specifies the continuity of the success obtained from its economy. It also determines the rate of return on investment (ROI)—physical, human, and technology. The more competitive the economy of a country, the more income will be achieved for its citizens. The countries are classified into five groups on the basis of these indices: Countries with factor driven economy, countries with efficiency driven economy, countries with innovation driven economy and countries which are in a transitional stages from one to another. These 12 foundations are categorized into three areas, basic requirements area including institutions, infrastructure, macroeconomic environment, health, and primary education; efficiency enhancers area containing higher education and training, goods market efficiency, labor market efficiency, financial market development, technological readiness and market size; and innovation and sophistication factors encompassing business sophistication and innovation.[5]

ASSESSMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN HEALTH SCIENCE

Various frameworks and methods are presented for assessing the science and technology in health science and measuring its effects on ensuring people's health and welfare.[6] For ecologic methods, the amount of money spent and resources used for research and its effects on people's health (e.g., life expectancy and reduced mortality rate) have been investigated.[7-9] In case studies, any program and or research grant are looked into for a long period of time in order to realize their effects and paybacks. In addition, the assessments could be undertaken at university, research center, and
individual levels by various indices. Accordingly, some frameworks are initiated to clarify what areas are measured as impact of health research and by its indicators. The most important of these frameworks is payback model that introduces the research impact of health sciences in five categories of knowledge; advanced (e.g., publication and citation analysis), capacity building (e.g., the number of PhD by research student), informing policy making (e.g., the use of primary research in clinical guidelines), health and health care impact (mortality, morbidity, quality of life and quality of care), and economic and social benefits (e.g., decreasing the work days lost by disease, health benefit in quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) per health care cost).[10-13] The framework of Canadian Academic of Health Science (CAHS) has further expanded the indices related to these areas.[14] The key problem of these frameworks in the evaluation of research system lies in the fact that they do not specify the necessary infrastructures for transition from knowledge an advanced, capacity building, and informing policy making to the next two other areas.

DISCUSSION

The examples for attention to the KBE in the Iran vision 2025, the scientific and innovation development plan and the health scientific and innovation development plan in macro objectives of science and technology and the signs for achieving to them are clearly stated. The performance of health research system is related to the performance of health system and also to the political, economic, and social environment. Therefore, two sets of indices should be specified and measured in order to monitor and evaluate science and technology development in health sciences area–performance of the health system and knowledge-based economy indices.

Therefore, given the mapped science and technology horizon of The Iran vision 2025, the scientific and innovation development plan and the health scientific and innovation development plan, the duty of health research systems in different areas is to identify the country’s strengths and weaknesses and determine solutions for achievement to them.
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